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1. Target Description
The testis stem cell niche of Drosophila melanogaster is a relatively well-studied “model system” that is believed 
to represent general mechanisms of function and organization of stem niches; it involves three main cell types: 
hub cells, germ line stem cells (GSC), and differentiating cells (DC) that undergo an initial phase of proliferation 
called transit amplifying cells (TA), followed by morphological specialization into sperm. Meiosis occurs during 
this latter phase of specialization, and is not considered here as a component of in silico modeling of the testis 
stem niche.

A stem niche must protect, nurture, and maintain a population of stem cells to replenish specialized cells as they
are lost, worn out, damaged, or shed. In the Drosophila testis, sperm must be replenished as required by a 
male's reproductive effort. When a GSC divides, two daughter cells result: one is a stem cell that replenishes the
stem cell population of the niche, and the other that divides and differentiates to yield 16 sperm, following 4 
rounds of cell division. In the stem cell literature, such production of nonidentical daughter cells is termed 
“asymmetric division”. 

Emulation of the testis niche was focused on production of a stable niche architecture from a single starting cell 
attached to extracellular matrix (ECM). The essential features of this niche, gleaned from the four papers cited at
the end of this paper, are summarized below.

2. Essential Features of Testis Stem Niche
• Hub cell anchorage to ECM

• GSC adhesion signaling with contiguous hub cells

• Orientation of cell division plane (parallel to Hub-GSC boundary); random in TAs

• “Asymmetric division”: 1 daughter GSC; 1 daughter DC--> TA --> sperm

• Signal cascade to achieve above asymmetry: Hub secretes protein (TGF) that binds to receptors (GFR) 
on GSC, activating the receptor (GFR*). GFR* converts inactive transcriptional repressor (BOM) to 
active repressor (BOM*). BOM* shuts off differentiation genes (DIF).

• Above signaling is only effective in rosette cells (GSCs). As DC daughters lose contact with the hub, this
signal cascade subsides, and differentiation is de-repressed.

• Another signaling cascade initiates TA rapid divisions: slow divisions of GSCs, rapid in TAs, limited to 4 
successive rounds or 16 progeny.

Essential in vivo features
Hub cell anchorage to ECM

GSC/ Hub adhesion

Oriented division plane (GSC only)

Asymmetric division via signal cascade

2nd cascade --> TA 4 rounds of division

Other properties...

3. Testis Stem Niche Models
Two versions of a testis stem niche model have been implemented in CellSim, hub_niche_0_9_3_v1_2 
(Figures 2 and 4) and hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 (Figures 3 and 5).  Both versions achieve the required 
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features as summarized here:

Essential in vivo features Implementation in silico
Hub cell anchorage to ECM Done

GSC/ Hub adhesion Done

Oriented division plane (GSC only) Done

Asymmetric division via signal cascade Done - simplified in v1, expanded in 
v2

2nd cascade --> TA 4 rounds of division Done

The two models differ only in the degree of abstraction of the regulatory pathway that maintains the stem pool 
(Figure 6).  To suppress differentiation, GSCs in both variants must remain in contact with the hub. Hub cells 
present a surface molecule that activates a signaling pathway that suppresses differentiation of neighboring 
stem cells.  Separation from the hub following asymmetric GSC division or by any other means releases this 
suppression, and differentiation begins. 

In the first variant, hub_niche_0_9_3_v1_2, the stem maintenance signal cascade is simplified: stem cells 
produce GFR receptor that responds to hub TGF signals by direct production of BOM.  In the second model, 
hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2, a Hedgehog-like signaling pathway was implemented as follows: stem cells produce
inactive GFR and BOM.  GFR is activated by TGF secreted by hub cells, and activated GFR in turn activates 
BOM.  Activated BOM, then, suppresses differentiation genes.  In either model, separation from the hub and 
TGF results in commitment to differentiation.

The Hedgehog-like signaling pathway was based on descriptions by Fuchs et al. (2004) and Yamashita et al. 
(2003).  Kiger et al. (2001) and Tulina et al. (2001) discuss Drosophila testis niche maintenance through Upd 
(Unpaired, analogous to TGF in our models) activating the JAK-STAT pathway (like GFR->BOM in our models), 
though neither paper provides sufficient detail to determine how closely our models match the in vivo pathways.

Though no clear description has been found yet of the mechanisms limiting transit amplifying cells to 4 divisions 
(16 spermatocyte daughters), a mechanism was added to the models that produces between 15 and 17 
daughters from each non-stem daughter of asymmetric GSC divisions within the observed range of starting cell 
sizes (9 to 12 spheres).

Additional in vivo features were implemented to enhance the models. Although to our knowledge detailed 
pathways have not been described, we have striven to keep our in silico implementations faithful to documented
concepts and behavior and to seek plausible mechanisms to achieve these features. For instance, the progeny 
of transplanted stem cells adopt the characteristics of the niche into which they were transplanted; they do not 
differentiate to form the specialized cells types of the niche from which they were derived. These data indicate 
that the (new) niche somehow directs what specialized cell types will be produced, but these studies do not 
reveal the mechanism of such direction. We implemented this feature as a signal broadcasted by hub cells, to 
which stem cells do not respond (although they are closer to the signal's source) but which induces stem cell 
progeny to differentiate according to the type of signal emanating from the hub.
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Additional in vivo features Implementation in silico
DC --> TA initiated by a hub signal Done

Hub cell separation from ECM and other hub cells results in death Done

Hub size is maintained through neighborhood and contact signals Done

Hub, GSC, and TA cells are different sizes, none of which is the configured
Emulation limit for maximum cell size

Done

Divisions in hub, GSC, and TA cells are driven by phenotype-specific 
conditions, not simply when cells are twice the configured Emulation 
minimum cell size

Done

GSC division plane is chosen based on contact with neighboring GSCs - 
symmetric division to fill the rosette when insufficient contact, asymmetric 
division when sufficient contact

Done

4. Looking Forward
In attempting to create a high-fidelity model of the Drosophila testis stem niche, it became clear that many 
pathways, even in a system as well studied as the Drosophila testis, may be only partially elucidated, or may 
lack sufficient detail to facilitate straightforward modeling. Creating a valid model, then, demands expert 
knowledge of the in vivo target. Without well-defined and well-understood pathways, model implementations are 
necessarily best-guesses.  Without expert understanding of the target accompanied by expert intuition, the 
implementor has no basis for judging the merits of a particular implementation beyond superficial appearance.

Given that no one at CDR is an expert on the Drosophila testis stem niche, we believe we have taken this model
as far as we should on our own and that further development should be undertaken only with the collaboration of
a domain expert or discovery of papers clearly describing pathways and mechanisms underlying model features.

In reviewing our progress to date, we identified two features of the testis stem niche that occur in vivo but were 
not implemented in the models: synchrony of division in TA cells, and association between GSCs and somatic 
stem cells, the latter forming a cyst around the differentiating spermatids. We are not aware of any studies on 
the underlying mechanisms of either phenomenon. In fact, other than the morphological distinction, that GSCs 
give rise to stem cells whereas the cyst progenitors are a somatic cell line, we could find no definitive 
information about the metabolic or biochemical differences between these two cell types. Even so, we believe 
that the models produced would be of value to researchers studying the Drosophila stem niche in vivo. The 
similarities are summarized in Figure 11, which compares an illustration and two images of the in vivo stem 
niche (Tulina & Matunis, 2001) with two images of our simulated niche, highlighting the positions of stem and 
hub cells.
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Figure 1: Organization of the testis stem niche

Figure 2: Organization of hub_niche_0_9_3_v1_2 with representative molecular contents.
Orange: Hub, Blue: Stem, Purple: Transit Amplifying
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Figure 3: Organization of hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 with representative molecular contents.
Orange: Hub, Blue: Stem, Purple: Transit Amplifying
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Figure 4: hub_niche_0_9_3_v1_2 Signaling and Gene Regulatory Network
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Figure 5: hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 Signaling and Gene Regulatory Network
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Figure 6: Detail of Simplified and Expanded Stem Regulation Pathways
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Figure 7: Detail of hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 Hub Pathways
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Figure 8: Detail of hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 Stem Pathways
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Figure 9: Detail of hub_niche_0_9_3_v2_2 Transit Amplifying Cell Pathways
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Figure 10: Transitioning from Stem to Transit Amplifying Cell
Molecular contents accompany the centrally-located cell midway through transition. 

Blue: Stem, Green: Differentiating, Purple: Transit Amplifying
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Figure 11. Architecture of stem niche in vivo (A-C) and in silico (D, E). Images D and E are rotated 90 degrees 
clockwise with respect to A, B, or C.
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